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ABSTRACT 
Let A and B be square matrices over a field F having their eigenvalues A and /z 
in F, and let g(x, y) = E~,s ar, xry ~ be a polynomial over F. Assuming the Jordan 
forms of A and B to be known, the Jordan form of E~,~ a,.~A ~ ® B ~ is determined 
when the partial derivatives ag/dx and ag/c~y are nonzero at (A,/z), thus generaliz- 
ing the classical cases g(x, y )= x + y and g(x, y )= xy. The particular cases 
g(x, y) = x k + yl and g(x, y) = xky l are also generalized by using properties of the 
partial Hasse derivatives of g at (A,/x). The case where A and B are 2 × 2 or 3 X 3 
matrices, g being arbitrary, is discussed exhaustively. © Elsevier Science Inc,, 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a field, and suppose given an m x m matrix A and an n X n 
matrix B over F, Let g(x,  y) = ~r,s arsxry s be a given polynomial over F. 
Write mFn for the mn-dimensional  vector space of all m x n matrices X 
over F. We study the l inear mapping T of "F"  def ined by 
(X )Z  ~ Ears( AT)rxn s. (1) 
F,$ 
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Denote by E(i ,  j )  the m × n matrix over F with (i, j )  entry one and zeros 
elsewhere (1 ~< i ~< m, 1 ~< j ~< n). Notice that T has matrix 
EarsA  r ® B s (2) 
/',S 
relative to the standard basis f of mFn consisting of the mn matrices E( i , j )  
ordered lexicographically with respect o i and j, that is, E(i ,  j )  precedes 
E( i ' , j ' )  if either i < i' or i = i', j < j ' .  The case T invertible and F the 
complex field has been extensively investigated and formulae for T -1 ob- 
tained [3, 9, 13, 14]. 
In this paper we impose conditions on the derivatives of the polynomial g 
and proceed to determine the Jordan decomposition of T starting from the 
Jordan forms of A and B. So the field F of arbitrary characteristic is such 
that the characteristic polynomials of A and B factorize into linear factors 
over F. Let C(x  t) denote the companion matrix of the polynomial xt over F; 
therefore 
0 1 -.. 
C(x ' )  = 
0 0 ... 
0 0 ... 
(3) 
is the t x t matrix over F with (i, i + 1) entry one for 1 ~< i < t and zeros 
elsewhere. Then A is similar to a direct sum of Jordan blocks 
1,( , )  = , /+  c (x ' ) ,  x F, (4) 
that is, there is an invertible m × m matrix P over F with 
PAP -1 = J = diag(Jm,(X,) . . . . .  Jm°( A . ) )  (5) 
where J is the Jordan form of A and the monic polynomials 
(X -- }~1) ml, . . . .  ( X - -  l~u)  mu (6) 
are the elementary divisors of A, their product being the characteristic 
polynomial of A. Similarly there is an invertible n x n matrix Q over F with 
QBQ -1 = f = diag(J, l(/xl) . . . . .  J ,o(/ iv)) .  (7) 
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Consider the linear mapping T' of mE'* defined by 
(X )T '  = Ear , ( J~) rx ( f )  ~ for X ~mF", (8) 
r , s  
and write a for the automorphism of mF'* defined by 
(X )a  = erxp  for X ~mF'*. (9) 
Using (1) and (8), it is straightforward to verify 
aT  = T '  ot, (10) 
showing that T is similar to T'. For 1 ~< p < u, 1 ~ q ~< v, write V(p ,  q) for 
the (p, q)-pixel subspace of mFn relative to (5) and (7), that is, 
V( p, q) = (E ( i , j ) ) ,  (11) 
where 
m 1 + "" + m e_ ~ < i <~ ml + ... + mp_ 1 + rap, 
n~ + ... q-nq_ 1 < j  <~ n I -t- ... -t-nq_ 1 q- nq. 
• m n Then d imV(p  q) = mpnn and F is the direct sum of the uv subspaces 
V( p, q). Using (5) and (7), we obtain 
(V (p ,  q ) )T '  c V (p ,q ) ,  (12) 
showing that each V(p ,  q) is T'-invariant. Let l (p ,  q) be the basis of 
V(p ,  q) consisting of the mpnq matrices E( i , j )  as in (11), ordered lexico- 
graphically with respect o i and j. Let f '  be the basis of ~nF'* consisting of 
the union of the ordered sets f (p ,  q) ordered lexicographically among 
themselves with respect o p and q. Then f '  is a rearrangement of the 
matrices in f .  The restriction of T' to V( p, q) has matrix 
M( p, q) = Ea~J,%(Ap) ~ ® Jnq( I.~q) s 
r , s  
(la) 
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relative to f (  p, q). Finally, T '  has block-diagonal matrix 
diag( M(1,  1) . . . . .  M(u,  v ) )  (14) 
with respect to f ' ,  and (14) is similar to (2). Therefore it suffices to 
determine the Jordan decomposition of T in the case 
A = Jm(X), B = ] . ( t z ) .  (15) 
The linear mapping T has been exhaustively studied when either g(x ,  y)  = 
x + y or g(x ,  y)  = xy [1, 5, 7, 8, 10-12]; we show here that, under certain 
general conditions on g, the Jordan decomposition of T may be reduced to 
one of these special cases. 
2. THE ONE-VARIABLE CASE 
We analyze (1) with A and B as in (15) taking m = 1, )t = 1. Modifying 
the notation, let f (y )  = E~ a~y s be a polynomial over F and write w = 
(x 1, x 2 . . . . .  x , )  for a typical element of n 1 n • • F = F . The hnear mapping T of 
F n is defined by 
(w)T  = ~".aswJ~ ( tz) ~ (16) 
S 
for all w in F n. Write ej for the 1 × n matrix E( i , j ) .  The standard basis f 
of F"  consists of el, e 2 . . . . .  en, and T has matrix 
f ( j , , (  tz ) )  = ~. .as J . (  I,z) ~ (17) 
S 
relative to f .  
Let l be an integer with 1 ~ l~<n,  and suppose that D=(d i j )  is an 
n × n matrix over F such that 
0 for j - i  < l ,  (18) 
diJ = d -~ 0 for j - i = l 
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and so 
d :~ 




where * indicates an arbitrary entry and zero entries are left blank. Notice 
that l = n if and only if D = 0. We introduce the nilpotent linear mapping 
N of F" by defining 
(w)N = wD forall w e F". (20) 
LEMMA 1. The vectors 
ei Dk fo r l< .K i~ l ,O<~k<<.[~-~] ,  
ordered lexicographically with respect o i and k, form a Jordan basis for  N. 
Let n = ql + r, 0 <~ r < I. The elementary divisors of N are 
x q +1 ( r times), x q (l  - r times). 
Proof. Write U~ = (e j :  j > i). Then 
= [de,+ l+u i, u i~  U~+ l, for i + l~<n,  
(e i )N  
0 for i+ l>n,  
using (18), and so the last l vectors of f form a basis of ker N. Hence for 
i +k l  <~n 
(e i )N  k = dkei+kl + v i, where v i ~ Ui+kt. (21) 
Taking k = [(n - i ) / l ]  in (21), we see that the vectors 
(e~)Nt(n o/q for 1 ~<i ~<l 
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also form a basis of ker N. The vectors 
e,, (ei) N, (e,) N 2 . . . . .  (e,) N t(n-O/tl (22) 
constitute a basis of the smallest N-invariant subspace W i containing ei. 
Hence the n vectors (ei)N k = e i D k, as in the statement of Lemma 1, form a 
Jordan basis for N. As 
l _~]  +1= {q+l  for l< i<~r ,  
q for r<i<<.l ,  
the elementary divisors of N are as stated. • 
The matrix (17) is easily described in terms of the Taylor expansion 
f (y )  = ~h, (  y - /x )  ~, (23) 
S 
the scalar h s being the sth Hasse derivative of f at /x [4]. Hence 
s n $ 
f ( J . ( i x ) )  = Eh~[ Jn (~)  - M]  = F_,h,C(x ) . (24) 
$ $ 
showing that f(j,(b~)) is the upper triangular Toeplitz matrix with (i, j )  entry 
hi_ i for i ~< j. Let l be the largest integer in the range 1 ~< 1 ~ n such that 
h~=0fora l l s  w i th l~s  <l .  
THEOREM 1. Let D =f(Jn(/x)) - f ( l~) I .  The vectors 
ei ok for l~ i<~l ,  0~<k~< [~-~] ,  
ordered lexicographically with respect o i and k, form a Jordan basis for T. 
Let n = ql + r, 0 <~ r < I. The elementary divisors of T are 
[x - f ( /~) ]q+l  (rt imes),  [x - f ( /x ) ]  q (l - rt imes). 
Proof. From (23) we obtain h 0 = f(/x). From (16) it follows that T has 
eigenvalue f (~)  and N = T - f ( Ix ) I  is nilpotent. The Jordan bases for T 
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are identical to the Jordan bases for N, and each subspace of F n is 
T-invariant if and only if it is N-invariant. Also, (20) holds where the matrix 
D in Theorem 1 is of the type (18). By Lemma 1 the vectors e~D k, as in 
Theorem 1, form a Jordan basis for T. The matrix of T restricted to IVi is 
J t t , -  ~)/ll(f(/x)) relative to the basis (22). Hence the elementary divisors of T 
are as stated. • 
As an illustration of Theorem 1 consider the case f (y )  = yt where t >~ 1. 
When /z = 0 we have l = min(t, n) and D = J,(0) z, the Jordan decomposi- 
tion of T = N being covered by Lemma 1. Now suppose /~ 4: 0. The 
expansion (23) is 
s=0 
(25) 
For fields F of characteristic x(F )  = 0 we see that l = 1, as h 1 = tl.t t- 1 _7t: O, 
giving q = n, r = 0; and T has the single elementary divisor (x - [,lgt) n by 
Theorem 1, that is, J , ( /z)  t and Jn ( I~ t) are similar. 
Now suppose x(F )  = p, and let p~ be the highest power of the prime p 
which is a factor of t. Then 
t,/:0 
by Lucas's theorem [6] on the divisibility of binomial coefficients by primes 
(see [2] for more accessible references). From (25) we obtain 1 = min( p",  n), 
and the Jordan decomposition of T is given in Theorem 1. For instance, over 
Z 2, the matrices J23(1) 4, J23(1) 12, j23(1) z°, Jz3(1) 28 are similar, each having 
elementary divisor sequence (x - 1) 6, (x - 1) 6, (x - 1) 8, (x - 1) 5. More 
generally, the matrix Jn(1) over Zp has multiplicative order p~ where 
p a-1 < n ~< p ~. The p ~ matrices Jn(1) t over Zp fall into /3 + 1 similarity 
classes, representatives of these classes being 
j , (1 ) ,  j , (1 )  p, j , (1 )  p~, . . . .  j , (1 )  p~ = I. (26) 
There are p t3-k _ p a-k-1 matrices Jn(1) t over  Zp similar to J,(1) pk, namely 
those with t -- 0 (mod pk), t ~ 0 (mod pk+l), where 0 ~< k </3.  
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3. TWO REDUCTION THEOREMS 
We analyze the linear mapping T as in (1) when A and B are Jordan 
block matrices as in (15). Analogous to (23), the Taylor expansion of the 
polynomial g(x, y) at ( I , /z)  is 
g(x ,  y) = Ehrs (X  - 1) r (y  - /~)s, (27)  
F,s 
where the scalars hrs are  the partial Hasse derivatives of g at (1, ~). When 
x(F )  is not a divisor of r! or s!, 
, (2s )  hrs r!s! ~x r ~yS ~ 
and so for all fields F 
Cg~x ~x, ~'  c~g CA, (29) h00 = g(1 , /z ) ,  ht0= h01 =- y ~' 
Using (15) and (27), Equation (1) can be rewritten 
m-1 n -1  
(X )T  = E E hrs(CT) Xos, (30) 
r=0 s=0 
where C = C(xm), D = C(xn). As T has the single eigenvalue g(A,/z), it is 
convenient to introduce the nilpotent linear mapping N of mFn defined by 
(X )N=(X)T -g(A ,  Iz)X for Xin"*F ~. (31) 
As the Jordan bases for N and for T are identical, it suffices to reduce N. 
Let k (1 ~< k ~< m) be the largest integer such that hr0 = 0 for 1 ~< r < k. 
Let l (1 ~< l ~< n) be the largest integer such that h0s = 0 for 1 ~< s < I. 
Write S for the linear mapping of 'nFn given by 
(X )S  = (cw)kx  "q- XD z for X inmF n. (32) 
THEOaEM 2. Let k, l be as above, and suppose hrs = 0 for 1 <~ r < k, 
1 <~ s < l. Then N and S are similar. 
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Proof. The action of S on the standard basis f of mF" is 
( E( i , j ) )S  = E(i + k, j)  + E( i , j  + 1), (33) 
where E(i, j) = 0 if either i > m or j > n. Consider the nilpotent linear 
mappings N 1 and N 2 of "F"  defined by 
m-1 n - I  
(X )N i  = E E hrs(CT) rXo~, 
r=k  s=O 
k-1  n -1  
(X )N  2 = ~_, Y'. hr,s,(CT)r'xo s' 
r '=0  s '= l  
(34) 
for X in 'nun. The definitions (30), (31) and the hypothesis of Theorem 2 give 
N =N 1 +N 2. (35) 
Letting r, s, r ' ,  s'~ range as in (34), we obtain 
c r ) r '  E ( X)N1N2 = r,~s,hr's'( (r shrs(CT) rxos) D s' 
= E hr"s"(CT) r XD'" where k~,,~,, =
F n , S" 
= ~hrs(CT)r( y" hr,~,(cr)r'XDS')D ~
r, s ~", s' 
that is, 
= ( X ) N z N 1 for all X in mFn, 
E 
r+r '~r"  
Sd-S '~S"  
hr, h~,,, 
N1 N2 = N 2 N1. 
We introduce matrices E'(i, j) for i >1 1, j i> 1, by 
(36) 
E'( i , j )  = ( E(i ' , j ' ))N('- IN~ "-l, 
where 
i = i '  + k ( i "  - 1), 
j = j '+  l(j" - 1), 
l<~i '<~k,  
l<~j'<~l. 
(37) 
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The first i - 1 rows of E'( i , j )  are zero, and the first j - 1 columns of 
E ' ( i ,  j )  are zero. For i ~< m, j ~< n, the (i, j )  entry in E'(i, j )  is the nonzero 
scalar 
h~h~i  ', (38) 
where we take hk0 = 1 if k =m,  and h0 l= 1 if l=n .  Hence the mn 
matrices E'( i , j )  for 1 ~<i ~<m, 1 ~<j ~<n form a basis f '  o fmF" .  From 
(36) and (37) we deduce 
( E ' ( i , j ) )N  1 = ( E( i ' , j ' ) )N( 'N~ "-1 = E'( i  + k , j ) ,  
( E ' ( i , j ) )N  2 = ( E ( i ' , j ' ) )N( ' - IN~ " = E ' ( i , j  + l). 
(39) 
Adding these equations produces 
(E ' ( i , j ) )N  = E'( i  + k , j )  + E ' ( i , j  + l) (40) 
by (35). Notice E'(i, j )  = 0 if either i > m or j > n from (37). Comparing 
(33) and (40), we see that S has the same matrix relative to f as N has 
relative to f ' ,  namely 
C k ®I+ I®D t, (41) 
and so N and S are similar. • 
When k = 1 = 1, we refer to S in (32) as the Sylvester mapping and write 
S = S(m, n). For general k and l, by Lemma 1 C k (respectively D t) is 
similar to the direct sum of k (respectively l) companion matrices. Hence, 
under the hypothesis of Theorem 2, N decomposes, as described in the 
introduction, into the direct sum of kl Sylvester mappings S(m',  n ' )  where 
m' = [m/k] or m'  = [re~k] + 1, and n' = In~l] or n'  = [nil] + 1. For 
example, when m = 5, n = 7, k = 3, l = 2, and the Hasse derivatives of g 
at ()t,/~) satisfy h0x = hi0 = hll = h20 = h21 = 0, h02 4= 0, ha0 4= 0, then N 
is isomorphic to 
S(2,4)  ~ S(2,4)  • S(2,3)  • S(2,3)  • S(1,4)  • S(1,3)  
and assuming x(F)  = 0, the elementary divisors of T are 
( x - p)5 twice, ( x - p)4 three times, ( x - p)3 three times, 
( x -- p)2 twice, 
where p = g(A,/x). 
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When one of the first partial derivatives of g(x, y) is nonzero at (A,/,), 
the hypothesis of Theorem 2 is vacuous. 
COROLLnaY 1. Suppose h~o ~ O, hol #= 0, and x(F) = O. The mn matri- 
ces 
( J , )N  v for l<~u <~min(m,n), 0~<v <m+n+ 1-2u ,  (42) 
ordered lexicographically with respect o u and v, constitute a Jordan basis 
for T, where 
1)(m ,), 
]u = E ( -1 ) ' -  1 ( - -~su~. (n :u )TE ' ( i ' J ) '  (43) 
i+j=u+ 1 
and the matrix 
E arsJr(1~) ~ Js(1~) (44) 
r,s 
has elementary divisors 
[x - -g ( l~ ,~) ]  m+n+l-2u for l <<.u <.min(m,n).  (45) 
Proof. As hi0 #= 0, h01 ~ 0, we see that k = l -- 1, and so N is similar 
to the Sylvester mapping S(m, n) by Theorem 2. In view of (40), Lemmas 1 
and 2 of Trampus [12] show that the matrices (42) form a Jordan basis for N 
(see also [7]). As T and N differ by a scalar mapping (31), the matrices (42) 
form a Jordan basis for T. Since (44) is the matrix of T relative to the 
standard basis a e of "~F", the elementary divisors (45) of (44) can be read off 
from (42). • 
When hi0 #= 0, h01 ~ 0, and x(F) ¢ 0, a Jordan basis for S(m, n) is 
specified in [8], and this leads, as above, to a Jordan basis for T. 
As an illustration, suppose m = 4, n = 5, g(x, y) = (1 + x + y)Z, A = 
/x = 1. The expansion (27) in this case is 
g(x ,  y )  = (1,  x - 1 , (x  - 1 )2 , (x  - 1) 3) 
27 27 9 1 
27 18 3 0 
9 3 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
(11/ y-1  y 1)  2 , 
y - 1 )  ~ 
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and for x(F )  ¢ 3 the invariant factors of T are as shown: 
x (F )  lnvariant factors 
c 2 2;8, Z4, 24, ~;4 
5 ,7,5 Z5, Z5, Z5 
7 2,7, ,~7 2,4 Z2 
Otherwise z s, z 6, 2,4, z 2 
where z = x - 27. When x(F )  = 3, applying Theorem 2 with k = l = 3, 
we see that T = N has invariant factors x 3 (twice), x 2 (five times), x (four 
times). 
THEOREM 3. Let k, 1 be positive integers such that hkl ~ 0 but h,s = 0 
when either r < k or s < I. Then N = T is similar to K, where 
(X)K  = (cT)kXD l f i~ra l lX in"F  '~. (46) 
Proof. The linear mapping K of "*F" has matrix 
C k ® D t (47) 
relative to the standard basis f of '"F". The action of K on f is expressed 
by 
(E ( i , j ) )K= E( i  + k , j  + l ) ,  (48) 
where, as before, E( i , j )  = 0 when either i > m or j  > n. 
Consider ( i , j )  with li <.K kj. Let e and i ' -1  be the quotient and 
remainder on dividing i - 1 by k, that is, i = ke + i' where 1 ~ i' ~< k. 
Write j '  = j  - le. Then 
kj' = kj - kle >~ li - kle = l ( i  - ke)  = li' > 0, 
and hence j '  is positive. Now suppose (i, j )  is such that kj <<. li. Let e and 
j ' -1  be the quotient and remainder on dividing j -  1 by l, that is, 
j = le + j '  where 1 ~<j' ~< 1. As above, i' = i - ke is positive. So in any case 
i =ke+i ' ,  
(49) 
j = le + j ,  
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where either i '  ~< k or j '  ~< 1. We introduce 
E"( i , j )  = (E ( i ' , j ' ) )N  e, (50)  
where i, i', j , j ' ,  e are related as in (49). For 1 <~ i <~ m, 1 <~ j <~ n, the ( i , j )  
entry in E"( i , j )  is h~t, the first i - 1 rows and first j -  1 columns of 
E"( i , j )  being zero. Therefore the matrices E"( i , j ) for  1 ~< i ~< m, 1 ~<j ~< n 
form a basis f "  of"F  n. Notice that E"( i , j )  is zero whenever either i > m 
or j > n. Now 
(E" ( i , j ) )N  = (E ( i ' , j ' ) )N  e+l = E"( i  + k , j  + l) (51) 
by (49), as i +k  =k(e  + 1)+i ' ,  j + l= l (e  + 1)+j ' .  Comparing (48) 
and (51), we see that K acts on the basis f in the same way that N acts on 
the basis f " ,  that is, N has a matrix (47) relative to f " .  So N and K are 
similar. • 
When k = 1 = 1, we write K = K(m, n) for the linear mapping (46). 
Write m 0 = min(m, n). Then K(m, n) has elementary divisors 
x m° (In - ml + 1 times), x r (twice) for 1 ~< r < m 0, 
a Jordan basis for K(m, n) being the rearrangement of the standard basis 
f of "F" in which the matrices E( i , j )  are ordered lexicographically with 
respect o i - j  and j [11]. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3, N decom- 
poses, as in the introduction, into the direct sum of kl mappings K(m', n') 
where 0 <~ m' - [m/k] <~ 1, 0 <~ n' - [n/l] ~< 1. In this case a Jordan basis 
for N may be obtained by rearranging the matrices E"( i , j )  in f " .  
For example, let g(x ,y )  =(x -  1) (x -2 ) (y -  1 )2 (xy -2) ,  m=4,  
n = 5, h = /.t = 1. The expansion (27) is 
g (x ,y )  =(1 ,  x - l , (x -1 )  2` , (x - l )  a 0 1 -1  
0 -2  
0 1 
1 
y -1  
( Y - 1) 2 
( y - 1) 
and so the hypothesis of Theorem 3 is fulfilled with k = 1, 1 ~ 2, hkt = 1. So 
T = N is the direct sum K(4 ,3 )•  K(4,2) and has invariant factors x 3 
(twice), x 2 (five times), and x (four times), the two Jordan chains of length 3 
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i 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 







0 0 0 0 
0 1 -1  0 
0 -2  0 0 
0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 -1  




0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 - 4  
0 0 0 0 
' 0 0 0 " 
0 0 0 
4. THE CASES 2~<m ~<n ~<3 
Here we describe the similarity classes of all nilpotent linear mappings N 
as in (31) for 2 ~< m ~< n ~< 3. When m = 2 the classification is a straightfor- 
ward application of Theorems 2 and 3, but some ad hoc theory is necessary 
when m = 3. 
Suppose m = n = 2. When x(F )  4: 2, there are four similarity classes of  
mappings N, the invariant factors being x 3, x; x 2, x2; x 2, x, x; x, x, x, x. 
When x(F )  = 2, there are three similarity classes, as the case x 3, x cannot 
occur.  
Suppose m = 2, n = 3. When x(F )  :/: 2 or 3 there are seven similarity 
classes of mappings N the possible invariant factors being 
X 4, X2; X 3, X3; X 3, X 2, X; X 2, X 2, X, X; X 2, X, X, X, X; X, X, X, X, X, X. 
For x(F )  = 2 the case x a, x 2, x does not arise, and when x(F )  = 3 the 
case x 4, x 2 does not arise; so there are six similarity classes of mappings N 
when either x(F )  = 2 or x(F )  = 3. 
Now suppose m = n = 3, and write 
H = 
0 h01 h02 
hi0 hu  h12 
h20 h21 h2z 
(sz) 
for the matrix of  partial Hasse derivatives of g(x,  y) - g()t,/x) at ()t,/x). In 
view of Theorem 2, we consider the case in which the first derivatives are 
zero but at least one of the second derivatives is nonzero. 
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THEOREM 4. Suppose m = n = 3, h01 = hi0 = 0, and at least one of 
hoz, h H, h2o is nonzero. Let A = h~l - ho2hzo, A' = h~l + 2ho2hzo. Then 
N has elementary divisors 
x 3,x 2,x 2 ,x ,x  when A~0,  A' :/:0, 
x 3,x 2 ,x ,x ,x ,x  when A =0,  A' ~0,  
x 2,x 2,x 2,x 2,x when A ~0,  A' =0,  
x 2,x 2,x 2 ,x ,x ,x  when A =0,  A' =0.  
Proof. The 3 x 3 matrix X = (xij) is in the kernel of N if and only if 
Xll = 0 and 
hHx12+ho2x21 = 0, 
h2ox12+ hHx21 = 0, (53) 
h21x12 + h12x21+ hzox13 + hllx22 + ho2x31 = O. 
Hence rankN is 3 or 4 according as A =0 or A ~0.  So the number, 
nullity N, of  terms in each sequence of invariant factors of N is 6 or 5. On 
the other hand 
( X )N  2 = A ' (CT)2XD 2 fora l l  X in3F  3, (54) 
and so rankN 2 is 0 or 1 according as A' =0 or A' ~0.  As N ~ =0 and 
nullity N 2 _ nullity N is the number  of invariant factors xt with t >~ 2, we 
see that the invariant-factor sequences of N are as stated. • 
Finally, consider (!0 0) 
t /=  0 h~2 . (55) 
h2~ h22 
In this case N 2 = 0 and the elementary divisors of N are 
x 2 (twice), x (five times) 
x 2 (once), x (seven times) 
x (nine times) 
when h12, h21 are not both zero, 
when h12 = h21 = 0, h22 ~ 0, 
when hi2 = h21 = h22 = 0. 
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COROLLARY 2. There are ten similarity classes of nilpotent linear map- 
pings N of 3F3 as in (31) unless x (F )  = 3, in which case there are six 
similarity classes. 
Proof. Suppose hol :~ 0, hi0 ~ 0. By Theorem 2, N is similar to S(3, 3) 
which has invariant factors 
X 4, X 4, X when x(F )  = 2, 
x 3,x 3,x 3 when x(F )  =3,  
x 2, x 3, x otherwise. 
Now suppose h01 = 0, h~0 ~ 0, ho2 :/: 0. By Theorem 2, N is similar to 
S(3, 2) • S(3, 1) which has invariant factors 
x 3,x 3,x 3 when x(F )  =3 
X 4, X 3, X 2 otherwise. 
When h01 = 0, hlo :/: 0, h02 = 0, N is similar to S(3, 1) * S(3, 1) ~9 S(3, 1) 
which has invariant factors x 3, x 3, x 3. By symmetry all further similarity 
classes have h01 = hlo = 0 and are covered by Theorem 4. When x(F )  = 3 
we have A = A', and so the second and third cases in Theorem 4 do not 
occur. Otherwise all cases do arise, as is easily checked; for instance, N has 
invariant factors x 2, x 2, x 2, x 2, x when 
0 0 -2 )  
H = 0 2 0 and x (F )  ~2or3 ,  
1 0 0 
0 0 1) 
H= 0 0 0 and x(F )  =2.  
1 0 0 
I wish to thank Professor H. IC Wimmer for suggesting this problem to 
FOe. 
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